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Gifting

The Cult

 is an experience that add value to both the giver as well as the 

receiver. We at  act as your perfect supply chain management 

partners, helping you amplify your brand message in new, creative, classy and 

authentic ways. Our vast network allows us to collaborate cross sectors and 

help you choose the perfect personalized gift, specially crafted for all 

occasions. With a strong base of artists and artisans that work with us, we 

offer an experience that very few others in the corporate gifting arena 

provide. We can design and deliver authentic memorabilia that convey strong 

messages subtly. 

About Us



Fabric Funda
A perfect place to let your creativity fly, yet make way for your company’s brand message to shine 

through. offers a variety of apparel, shirts, jeans, caps, hoodies -sourced from its vast 

network of brands; these apparels can be customized and refined to meet your designs. Our close 

ties with manufacturing units provides us with options of quick replenishment of T-shirts,denims, 

jackets & jeans for both men and women to cater to your gifting demands.

The Cult 



Spiritual Guides 
Every  demands its dash of vibrance and colour. Finding the myriad needs to 

complete a ritual is a herculean task. Your search for elusive items ends here. 

special occasion



The Cult Vibes
Recognizing the need to let creativity fly high and encourage the impetus towards individual 

talents, this niche gifting space offers a wide range of opportunities to bring out the joy in 

everyone who receives it.  that add value and help build bridges that rests 

on making them feel special and Unique.

 collaborates with various artists across India to bring forth a rainbow of colours and 

expressions that aid you in making the right choice amongst the art work available.

Customized art works

The Cult



Desktop Delights
Gifting trends to spread your brand message or decorate your desk with things and ideas that 

speak of you as an individual. Stationery such as dairies, calendars, scribble pads, desktop utilities, 

watches and much more. Your gifting experience made easy with these gifting ideas

Additionally we have a vast list of desktop utility products that are designed and developed by 

us In-house

 we can cater A to Z in office utilities.



Common Bytes
Gifts speak as emotions and experiences, that stay and linger long after the gift has been given, 

the  offer an excellent chance for you as a brand to build a long lasting 

relationship by providing an array of gifts that people can use and appreciate it each time it is 

used.

Home/Office Utilities

 we can cater A to Z in utilities.



Specialized Packaging 
The spirit of make In India, adding to the existence of a large choice of products that are Indian, 

Ethnic and Classically Authentic, symbolically representing  of holding onto a Desi 

Products that is specially made for the occasion.  taps into its vast network and brings a 

menu card of products to choose from and Wow your benefactors...

the Pride

The Cult



Growing Happiness
The trend of terrace gardening catching on,  too is not far off, with a wide variety 

of gifts to keep that joy of gardening alive. 

the gifting tribe



Gateway of Delight 
Occasions are made special with moment that take your breath away. recognizes the 

freedom in choosing the right gifts from a wide plethora of products. Enabling you to personalize 

your gifts with color, vibrance and emotion, certain to leave a lasting impression. The rich feeling 

of nostalgia and special moments always make it special.

The Cult 



The Cult

The Cult

Deliberate, Design, 

Develop Deliver 

 provides a plethora of products that are for all 

occasions, additionally  is a pioneer in the 

personalized, customized gifting. We 

and products just the way you want it !!!

E-mail: mail@thecultgifts.com

#35, 3rd Main Road, Hanumantha Nagar, Bangalore - 560 019.

Jyotsna Mahesh +91 9845044848   |  Sangita Vashisth +91 9448053901

Contact Us

www.thecultgifts.com

The Cult- a gifting tribe The Cult- a gifting tribe The Cult- a gifting tribe

The Cult's creative domain also extends to event management. Our team helps you in your 

quest for picture perfect events, both private and corporate. We help you organise events 

from scratch that add value, bring happiness galore to you and your ideas.
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